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Nonlinear interactions between excitons strongly coupled to light are12

key for accessing quantummany-body phenomena in polariton systems[1–13

5]. Atomically-thin two-dimensional semiconductors provide an attrac-14

tive platform for strong light-matter coupling owing to many controllable15

excitonic degrees of freedom[6–10]. Among these, the recently emerged16

exciton hybridization opens access to unexplored excitonic species [11–17

13, 15, 16], with a promise of enhanced interactions[14]. Here, we employ18

hybridized interlayer excitons (hIX) in bilayer MoS2 [11, 12, 15, 16] to19

achieve highly nonlinear excitonic and polaritonic effects. Such interlayer20

excitons possess an out-of-plane electric dipole [11] as well as an unusually21

large oscillator strength [12] allowing observation of dipolar polaritons22

(dipolaritons [17–19]) in bilayers in optical microcavities. Compared to23

excitons and polaritons in MoS2 monolayers, both hIX and dipolaritons24

exhibit ≈ 8 times higher nonlinearity, which is further strongly enhanced25
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when hIX and intralayer excitons, sharing the same valence band, are ex-26

cited simultaneously. This gives rise to a highly nonlinear regime which27

we describe theoretically by introducing a concept of hole crowding.28

The presented insight into many-body interactions provides new tools29

for accessing few-polariton quantum correlations [20–22].30

Excitons in two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have large31

oscillator strengths and binding energies [23], making them attractive as a platform32

for studies of strong light-matter coupling in optical microcavities [6–9]. A variety33

of polaritonic states have been realised using monolayers of MX2 (M=Mo, W; X=S,34

Se) embedded in tunable [7, 9, 10, 24] and monolithic microcavities [14, 25–28].35

One of the central research themes in polaritonics is the study of nonlinear inter-36

actions leading to extremely rich phenomena such as Bose-Einstein condensation37

[1, 2], polariton lasing [3, 4] or optical parametric amplification [5]. Polaritons38

formed from tightly bound neutral intralayer excitons in TMDs are not expected39

to show strong nonlinearity. However, pronounced nonlinear behavior was observed40

for trion polaritons [24, 29] and Rydberg polaritons [30]. Enhanced nonlinearity41

can be achieved by employing excitonic states with a physically separated electron42

and hole, e.g. in adjacent atomic layers [31] or quantum wells [17–19, 32, 33]. Such43

interlayer excitons have a large out-of-plane electric dipole moment, and thus can44

strongly mutually interact [34]. Typically, however, interlayer or ’spatially indirect’45

excitons possess low oscillator strength [31, 35]. Thus, in order to strongly couple46

to cavity photons, hybridization with high-oscillator-strength intralayer excitons is47

required [14, 17–19, 36].48

An attractive approach for realization of dipolar excitons and polaritons is to em-49

ploy the recently discovered exciton hybridization in MoS2 bilayers [12, 37]. This50
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FIG. 1. Homobilayer MoS2 and its optical response. a, Bright field microscope image of an

encapsulated BL MoS2 transferred on top of a DBR. Scale bar: 10 µm. b, Schematic side-view of the

fabricated heterostructure comprising a BL MoS2 sandwiched between few-layer hBN. c, Reflectance

contrast (RC) spectrum of the sample measured at low temperature (4 K) showing three distinct

absorption features at 1.937 eV, 2.004 eV and 2.113 eV for XA, hIX and hXB, respectively. The

measured linewidths for XA, hIX, and hXB are 20, 23 and 64 meV, respectively. RC is calculated

using the formula in the top-right corner of the graph. d, Sketch of the conduction and valence bands

in two adjacent layers of MoS2, displaying the allowed optical transitions of A and B direct intralayer

excitons (XA and XB) and interlayer excitons (IX) for spin-up states (black lines) at the K point

in the bilayer momentum space. IX hybridizes with XB through the hole tunnelling between the

two layers (red dashed arrow). At the K’ point of the bilayer Brillouin zone, the same configuration

applies for the states with the opposite spins. e, RC spectra of excitons in BL MoS2 detected in two

circular polarizations in an out-of-plane magnetic field of 8 T at T=4 K. Zeeman shifts of opposite

signs are observed for XA and hIX. The absorption peak of the charged intralayer exciton (X∗
A) shows

near unity circular polarization.

approach allows realization of uniform samples suitable for the observation of macro-51

scopic many-body phenomena [38]. Interlayer excitons unique to bilayer MoS2 pos-52

sess a large oscillator strength, comparable to that of the intralayer exciton, arising53

from interlayer hybridization of valence band states, aided by a favourable orbital54
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overlap and a relatively small spin-orbit splitting among semiconducting TMDs [12].55

Such hybridized interlayer excitons (hIX) are highly tunable using out-of-plane elec-56

tric field [11, 15] and their valley degree of freedom persists up to room temperature57

[16].58

Here we use hIXs in bilayer MoS2 to realize highly nonlinear excitonic and dipo-59

laritonic effects. We unravel a previously unexplored interaction regime involving60

intra- and interlayer excitons stemming from the fermionic nature of the charge61

carriers in a valence band shared between different excitonic species. This regime,62

accessible using broadband excitation resonant with both hIX and intralayer exciton63

transitions, provides strong (up to 10 times) enhancement of the exciton nonlinear-64

ity, already enhanced by up to 8 times in MoS2 bilayers compared with monolayers.65

We support our experimental findings with microscopic theory, analysing the exci-66

tonic many-body physics and the cross-interactions and introducing the nonlinear67

mechanisms of the hole crowding.68

Our heterostructure samples consists of a MoS2 bilayer (BL) sandwiched between69

hBN and placed on a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR). Fig. 1a shows a bright70

field microscope image of the encapsulated BL MoS2. A sketch of the side view71

of the device is displayed in Fig. 1b. The reflectance contrast (RC) spectrum of72

the studied MoS2 bilayer, displayed in Fig. 1c, shows three peaks: the intralayer73

neutral excitons XA at at 1.937 eV (see Fig. 1d), hybridized interlayer exciton hIX74

at 2.004 eV and hybridized B-exciton at 2.113 eV. Due to the quantum tunnelling75

of holes, B-excitons hybridize with an interlayer exciton (IX) (Fig. 1d), which is a76

direct transition in the bilayer momentum space [12]. The ratio of the integrated77

intensities of XA and hIX is 4.5. Based on these data, we estimate the electron-78

hole separation d = 0.55 nm (see details in Supplementary Note S1) in agreement79
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FIG. 2. Strong exciton-photon coupling in MoS2 bilayers. a, Schematics of the tunable

open microcavity composed of a bottom DBR and a top semi-transparent silver mirror. b, c, Low

temperature (4K) RC spectra measured as a function of the cavity-exciton detuning (∆ = Ecav−Eexc)

for cavity scans across b XA and c hIX energies. White dotted lines show the fitting obtained using

the coupled-oscillator model providing the Rabi splittings ΩhiX = 19 meV and ΩXA
= 38 meV. d,

RC spectra measured for the cavity-exciton detunings in the vicinity of the anticrossing between hIX

and the cavity mode. e, Dipolariton dispersion measured with circularly polarized detection for 8 T

magnetic field. The orange and black solid curves are the coupled oscillator model fits for σ+ and

σ− detection, respectively. The positions of the Zeeman-split hIX peaks are shown by dashed lines.

f, σ+ (orange) and σ− (black) RC spectra measured at 8 T at the hIX-cavity anticrossing. Fitting

with two Lorentzians (solid lines) is shown.

with previous studies [16]. We further confirm the nature of the hIX states by80

placing the BL MoS2 in magnetic field where the valley degeneracy is lifted (Fig.81

1e). In agreement with recent studies [15, 39], we measure a Zeeman splitting with82
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an opposite sign and larger magnitude in hIX compared with XA (-3.5 versus 1.583

meV).84

We study the strong coupling regime in a tunable planar microcavity (Fig. 2a)85

formed by a silver mirror and a planar DBR [7]. RC scans as a function of the cavity86

mode detuning ∆ = Ecav − Eexc, where Ecav and Eexc are the cavity mode and the87

corresponding exciton energy, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2c,d. Characteristic88

anticrossings of the cavity mode with XA and hIX are observed, resulting in lower,89

middle and upper polariton branches (LPB, MPB, and UPB, respectively). The90

extracted Rabi splittings are ΩXA
= 38 meV for XA and ΩhIX = 19 meV for hIX91

(Supplementary Note S2). Fig. 2d shows the RC spectra in the vicinity of the92

anticrossing with hIX, providing a more detailed view of the formation of the MPB93

and UPB. The intensity of the polariton peaks is relatively low for the states with94

a high exciton fraction at positive (negative) cavity detunings for the MPB (UPB).95

As the Rabi splitting scales as a square root of the oscillator strength, the ratio96

ΩXA
/ΩhIX = 2 is in a good agreement with the RC data for integrated intensities of97

XA and hIX. From the Rabi splitting ratio we can estimate the tunneling constant J98

leading to the exciton hybridization. The corresponding coefficient is J = 48 meV99

(see Supplementary Note S1 for details), matching the density functional theory100

predictions [12]. In polarization-resolved cavity scans in an out-of-plane magnetic101

field (Fig. 2e,f), similarly to hIX behaviour, we observe opposite and larger Zeeman102

splitting for dipolaritons relative to the intralayer polaritons (see Supplementary103

Figure S4). Chiral dipolariton states are observed distinguished by their opposite104

circular polarization (Fig. 2f).105

We investigate the nonlinear response of XA and hIX in the bare BL flake as a106

function of the laser power using both narrow band (NB, full-width at half maxi-107
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mum, FWHM=28nm) and broad band (BB, FWHM=50 nm) pulsed excitation (see108

Methods). Our resonant pump-probe experiments have confirmed that the lifetimes109

of the hIX and XA states are considerably longer than the pulse duration of ≈ 150110

fs (Supplementary Note S3). Measured RC spectra are shown in Fig. 3a,b for the111

NB and in Fig. 3c for BB excitation. In the NB case, the excitation was tuned to112

excite either XA or hIX independently, while in the BB case, both resonances were113

excited simultaneously.114

As seen in Figs. 3a,b both XA and hIX spectra behave similarly upon increasing115

the power of the NB excitation: a blueshift of several meV is observed, accompanied116

by the peak broadening and bleaching. For the BB excitation, however, a different117

nonlinear behaviour is observed as shown in Fig. 3c: the broadening and complete118

suppression of the hIX peak is observed at much lower powers, accompanied by119

a redshift. This is in contrast to XA, whose behaviour is similar under the two120

excitation regimes.121

The resulting energy shifts, peak linewidths and intensities are shown in Fig. 3d,e122

as a function of the exciton density (see details in Supplementary Note S4 and S6).123

Fig. 3d quantifies the trends observed in Figs. 3a,b showing for the BB excitation an124

abrupt bleaching of the hIX peak above the hIX density 5× 103 µm−2 accompanied125

by a redshift of ≈ 4 meV and a 12 meV broadening. For the NB case, a similar126

decrease in peak intensity is observed only around 4×104 µm−2, accompanied with a127

peak blueshift of ≈ 7 meV and a broadening exceeding 15 meV. In Fig. 3e, however,128

it is apparent that the observed behaviour under the two excitation regimes is similar129

for XA. A similar blueshift, broadening and saturation are observed at slightly130

higher densities compared to the hIX under the NB excitation (Supplementary131

Note S5). We also find that due to the increased excitonic Bohr radius, the onset132
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FIG. 3. Exciton nonlinearity in MoS2 bilayers. a, b, c, RC spectra measured with the NB

(FWHM=28nm) excitation for the XA (a) and hIX (b), and with the BB (FWHM=50nm) excitation

(c) at different fluences. The dashed curves are guide for the eye. d, e, The energy shift ∆E (top),

linewidth variation ∆FWHM (middle) and normalized integrated intensity (bottom) as a function

of the exciton density for the hIX (d) and XA (e). Solid (open) symbols show the results for the

BB (NB) excitation. For the normalized intensity we divide the intergrated intensity at each laser

power by that at the maximum intensity.

of the nonlinear behaviour for XA in bilayers occurs at a lower exciton density than133

for XA in monolayers (Supplementary Note S7).134

We develop a microscopic model to describe the contrasting phenomena under135

the NB and BB excitation. Under the NB excitation, either XA or hIX excitons136

are created as sketched in Fig. 4a. In this case, nonlinearity arises from Coulomb137
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exciton-exciton interactions causing the blueshift and dephasing [40]. For simplic-138

ity, in the main text we will use a Coulomb potential VCoul combining the exchange139

and direct terms further detailed in Supplementary Note S8. We confirm (see Sup-140

plementary Note S8) that for the intralayer exciton-exciton interaction (XA-XA)141

the dominant nonlinear contribution comes from the Coulomb exchange processes,142

as in the monolayer case [40, 41], while for the hIX-hIX scattering the dominant143

contribution is from the direct Coulomb (dipole-dipole) interaction terms [19]. For144

both XA and hIX, the Coulomb interaction is repulsive, and thus leads to the exper-145

imentally observed blueshifts. We find that for the modest electron-hole separation146

d = 0.55 nm in the bilayer, VCoul is overall 2.3 times stronger for hIX compared147

with XA.148

Analysing the shapes of the reflectance spectra in the NB case, we note that they149

depend on the rates of radiative (ΓR) and non-radiative (ΓNR) processes. The area150

under RC curves is described by the ratio ΓR/(ΓR+ΓNR). This ratio changes under151

the increased excitation if the rates depend on the exciton densities. Specifically,152

we account for the scattering-induced non-radiative processes that microscopically153

scale as ΓNR ∝ |VCoul|2n, i.e. depend on the absolute value of the combined matrix154

elements for the Coulomb interactions and the exciton density n [40]. This process155

allows reproducing the RC behaviour and bleaching at increasing pump intensity.156

Moreover, it explains stronger nonlinearity for XA in bilayers compared to monolay-157

ers. Namely, the scattering scales with the exciton Bohr radius, VCoul ∝ α, which is158

larger in the bilayers due to the enhanced screening (Supplementary Note S8).159

In the BB case, both XA and hIX excitons are generated simultaneously, and160

together with intraspecies scattering (XA-XA and hIX-hIX), interspecies scatter-161

ing (XA-hIX) occurs, similarly to the direct-indirect exciton Coulomb scattering in162
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FIG. 4. Theoretical model for nonlinear optical response in MoS2 bilayers. a, b, Schematic

diagram showing exciton generation under the NB (a) and BB (b) excitation. In (a) only generation

of hIX is shown. In (b), the holes of the two excitonic species share the same valence band. c,

Theoretically calculated absorption spectra for the BB excitation case (see Supplementary Note S8),

providing qualitative agreement with the experiment. The dashed black curves are guides for the

eye.

double quantum wells [42]. Since XA and hIX are formed by the holes from the163

same valence band (Fig. 4a), an additional contribution arises from the phase space164

filling, i.e. the commutation relations for the excitons (composite bosons) start to165

deviate from the ideal weak-density limit once more particles are created [43]. For166

particles of the same flavour, the phase space filling enables nonlinear saturation ef-167

fects in the strong coupling regime, similar to polariton saturation observed in [29].168
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However, in the presence of several exciton species, we reveal a distinct phase space169

filling mechanism which we term the hole crowding. Crucially, we observe that the170

commutator of the XA annihilation operator (X̂) and hIX creation operator (Î†)171

is non-zero, [X̂(p), Î†(q)] = −B̂p,q. Here p, q are exciton momenta and B̂p,q is172

an operator denoting the deviation from the ideal commuting case (B̂p,q = 0) of173

distinct bosons where holes do not compete for the valence band space.174

This statistical property of modes that share a hole has profound consequences175

for the nonlinear response. Namely, the total energy is evaluated as an expecta-176

tion value over a many-body state with both XA and hIX excitons, |NX, NhIX⟩ :=177

(
∏NX

p X̂†)(
∏NhIX

q Î†)|Ωmax⟩, whereNX andNhIX particles are created from the ground178

state |Ωmax⟩. If the excitonic modes are independent, the contributions from XA179

and hIX simply add up. However, the hole coexistence in the valence band induces180

the excitonic interspecies scattering. The phase space filling combined with the181

Coulomb energy correction leads to a negative nonlinear energy contribution. This182

nonlinear term scales as ∆EhIX = −η
√
nXnhIX, where η > 0 is a coefficient defined183

by the Coulomb energy and Bohr radii and nX,hIX are the exciton densities (see Sup-184

plementary Note S9). This nonlinearity also modifies the non-radiative processes185

leading to substantial broadening for the hIX states.186

According to this analysis, the effect of the BB excitation should be most pro-187

nounced for hIX. In addition to the possible hIX-hIX scattering (similar to that188

occurring under the NB excitation), much stronger XA absorption leads to the189

phase space filling in the valence band. Such hole crowding introduces additional190

scattering channels for hIX and leads to its RC spectra bleaching at lower hIX ex-191

citon densities. On the other hand, as only relatively small hIX densities can be192

generated, both the NB and BB excitation cases should produce similar results for193
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XA. Using the estimated nonlinear coefficients caused by the hole crowding, we194

model the RC in the BB regime and qualitatively reproduce the strong bleaching195

and redshift for hIX at the increased density.196

FIG. 5. Nonlinear behaviour of dipolaritons. a, b, Reflectance contrast spectra measured at different laser fluences for

the MoS2 bilayer placed in a monolithic cavity. (a) The low fluence case (0.6 µJ cm−2). A clear anticrossing at 6.5°is observed.

Dashed red lines show the results of the fitting using a coupled oscillator model, with two polariton branches LPB and UPB

formed. White and orange lines show the energies of the uncoupled cavity mode and hIX state, respectively. The vertical line

marks the anticrossing angle. (b) The high fluence case (58.5 µJ cm−2). A complete collapse of the strong coupling regime is

observed, with the disappearance of the anticrossing and transition into the weak coupling regime. c, RC spectra measured

at the anticrossing at 6.5° as a function of the laser fluence. d, Measured UPB and LPB peak energies at 6.5° as a function

of the laser fluence (see top axis) and the corresponding polariton density (bottom axis). e, Symbols show the Rabi splittings

normalized by the Rabi splitting measured at the lowest power (Ω/Ωmax) as deduced from d,. The line shows the fitting using

our theoretical model (Supplementary Note S8).

We investigate nonlinear properties of dipolar polaritons in a monolithic (fixed-197

length) cavity created by a silver mirror on top of a PMMA spacer (245 nm thick)198

covering the hBN-encapsulated MoS2 homobilayer placed on the DBR. The cavity199

mode energy can be tuned by varying the angle of observation (0 degrees corresponds200

to normal incidence). We use a microscopy setup optimized for Fourier-plane imag-201
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ing, thus allowing simultaneous detection of reflectivity spectra in a range of angles202

as shown in Fig.5(a) displaying the measured polariton dispersion. In this experi-203

ment, the cavity mode is tuned around hIX and only two polariton branches LPB204

and UPB are observed at low fluence of 0.6 µJ cm−2 with a characteristic Rabi205

splitting of 17.5 meV. In Fig.5(b), at an increased fluence of 58.5 µJ cm−2, only a206

weakly coupled cavity mode is visible.207

Fig.5(c) shows RC spectra taken at ∼ 6.5° around the anticrossing at different208

laser fluences. The collapse of the two polariton peaks into one peak signifying the209

transition to the weak coupling regime is observed above 25 µJ cm−2. The LPB and210

UPB energies extracted using the coupled oscillator model (Supplementary Figure211

S5) are shown in Fig.5(d). As the polariton density is increased, the LPB and UPB212

approach each other almost symmetrically, converging to the exciton energy. The213

corresponding normalized Rabi splitting (Ω/Ωmax, where Ωmax is measured at low214

fluence) are shown in Fig.5(d,e) as a function of the total polariton density.215

In this experiment, the cavity mode is considerably above the XA energy, which216

therefore is not coupled to the cavity. Hence, the extracted Rabi splittings are fitted217

with a theoretically predicted trend of Ω for the NB excitation regime (Supplemen-218

tary Note S8). A nonlinear polariton coefficient β = 0.86 µeVµm2 is extracted by219

differentiating the fitted function with respect to the polariton density. Comparing220

our results to XA intralayer-exciton-polaritons in monolayers in similar cavities [14],221

we observe that the nonlinearity coefficient for dipolar interlayer polaritons is about222

an order of magnitude larger. This is in a good agreement with the theoretically223

predicted intrinsic nonlinearity of hybridized interlayer polaritons (Supplementary224

Note S8), and with our experimental data comparing hIX and monolayer XA outside225

the cavity (Supplementary Note S7).226
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In summary, we report the nonlinear exciton and exciton-polariton behaviour in227

MoS2 homobilayers, a unique system where hybridized interlayer exciton states can228

be realized having a large oscillator strength. We find that nonlinearity in MoS2229

bilayers can be enhanced when both the intralayer and interlayer states are excited230

simultaneously, the regime that qualitatively changes the exciton-exciton interaction231

through the hole crowiding effect introduced theoretically in our work. In this232

broad-band excitation regime, the bleaching of the hIX absorption occurs at 8 times233

lower hIX densities compared to the case when the interlayer excitons are generated234

on their own. In addition to this, we find that the dipolar nature of hIX states235

in MoS2 homobilayers already results in 10 times stronger nonlinearity compared236

with the intralayer excitons in MoS2 monolayers. Thus, we report on an overall237

enhancement of the nonlinearity by nearly two orders of magnitude. Thanks to the238

large oscillator strength, hIX can enter the strong coupling regime in MoS2 bilayers239

placed in microcavities, as realized in our work. Similarly to hIX states themselves,240

dipolar polaritons also show 10 times stronger nonlinearity compared with exciton-241

polaritons in MoS2 monolayers. We expect that in microcavities where the cavity242

mode is coupled to both hIX and XA in MoS2 bilayers, and the excitation similar243

to the broad-band regime can thus be realized, the nonlinear polariton coefficient244

will be dramatically enhanced owing to the hole crowding effect, allowing highly245

nonlinear polariton system to be realized. We thus predict that MoS2 bilayers246

will be an attractive platform for realization of quantum-correlated polaritons with247

applications in polariton logic networks [20] and polariton blockade [21, 22].248
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METHODS249

The hBN/MoS2/hBN heterostructures were assembled using a PDMS polymer250

stamp method. The PMMA spacer for the monolithic cavity was deposited using a251

spin-coating technique, while a silver mirror of 45 nm was thermally evaporated on252

top of it.253

Broad-band excitation was used to measure the reflectance contrast (RC) spectra254

of the devices at cryogenic temperatures (4K), defined as RC = (Rsub −RBL)/Rsub,255

where Rsub and RBL are the substrate and MoS2 bilayer reflectivity, respectively.256

For the magnetic field studies the same RC measurements were performed using257

unpolarized light in excitation with polarizers, λ/4 polarizers and λ/2 waveplates in258

collection, to resolve σ+ and σ− polarization. The low temperature measurements259

using the tunable cavity were carried out in a liquid helium bath cryostat (T=4.2K)260

equipped with a superconducting magnet and free beam optical access. We used261

a white light LED as a source. RC spectra were measured at each ∆L and are262

integrated over the angles within 5 degrees from normal incidence. The RC spectra263

measured in the cavity are fitted using Lorenzians. The peak positions are then used264

to fit to a coupled oscillator model, producing the Rabi splitting and the exciton265

and cavity mode energies.266

The measurements on the monolithic cavity were performed in a closed loop helium267

flow cryostat (T=6K). For the power-dependent RC experiments, we used super-268

continuum radiation produced by 100 fs Ti:Sapphire laser pulses at 2 kHz repetition269

rate at 1.55 eV propagating through a thin sapphire crystal. The supercontinuun270

radiation was then filtered to produce the desired narrow-band excitation.271

All the exciton and polariton densities were calculated following the procedure272
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introduced by L. Zhang et al. [14], taking into account the spectral overlap of273

the spectrum of the excitation laser and the investigated exciton peak (see further274

details in Supplementary Note S4).275
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